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Today’s Fashion Seniors Select Book Morris Dailey Site
Show To feature
Students as Models Colors. Vote on Ink For First Concert
The second activity of Women’s Week will be today’s fashion show, which will feature students as models.
The show, to be staged in the
Catholic Women’s Center, corner
of 5th and San Fernando streets,
may be viewed by all interested
women students from 3:30 to 5:50
p m. today.
Clothes to be modeled come from
Stuart’s Apparel in San Jose.
They will be mostly cotton and
will range from sports to very
dressy.
Included in the show will be
swimsuits, sport dresses, dre.ssy
dresses, sport suits, dressy suits
and play clothes by the leading
clothiers. It will show the student what the well-rounded summer wardrobe will include. Some
fashions especially for the tall
girl also will be shown
Models included in the program are Bobbie Phurn, Pat O’Connell, Sandie Mulzanne, Tritzie
Morris, Carolyn
Frey, Joanne
Swenson, Bonnie
Soe, Sandra
Trainor and Vera Pogojeff.
Jacque Wood will act as commentator f,,l’ the all-girl show.

Court To Discuss
May ASB Elections
Student Court members will
concern themselves with the plans
and procedures of the May ASH
elections at their meeting this
afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in Student Union, Bob Becker, chief
justice, announced yesterday.
No trials are scheduled for the
session, so full attention will be
directed toward the applications
and voting in the election, as well
as a possible candidates rally,
Beater plang to contaet school
officials about the possibility of
having a rally in the Inner Quad
during election week The rally
would feature candidates for ASB
office, each of whom would be
given time to present a campaign
speech to the student body.

Clear and Fair
The weather will be clear and
fair today with temperatures
ranging from 55 to 65 degrees
and northuest winds from 8 to
16 m.p.h.. according to the U.s.
Weather Bureau.

Ed. Course Form
All-upper division elementary
.alucation majors must fill out a
form indicating the courses they
intend to enroll in during the
fall and spring Semesters of 195657 not later than tomorrow.
The forms may be picked up in
Mrs Ann ’Fabrizle’s office in
Room 159

Here by Glee Club

!

,
A white hack:
with,a yellow,gold bordered tower and the
words, "Senior Class, 1956,- will adorn the cover of the Senior
booklet it was decided yesterday afternoon in a meeting of the Senior
C.ounctl
In order to accommodate the
The booklet is to isc printed on a rough texture paper. The council
expected crowd, the first full
voted in favor of black ink for
length concert n campus by the
the printing rather than the 0th’
Men’s Glee Club will be presentchoice of blue.
{IC
Discussion of the Senior Ball
ed in Morris bailey Auditorium
,
decorations and band was postinstead of the previdusly schedul- !
polled, due to the absence of Al
according
to
ed Concert Hall,
Hahn, chairman, until the counGus C. Lease, assistant professor ’
cil’s next meeting which will be
of music and director of the
held April
group.
1
JUNIORS INSTALL OFFICERS
SPu".1’
Fa"’
Der
partments
producfion
of
"Caesar
Following the tinging of "Hail,
New Junior Class officers were
sworn in yesterday/ at the class’s and Cleopatra" by George Bar- Spartans, Hail" as arranged by
regular meeting in Room 24. Also nerd Shaw will open tomorrow Harold Johnson, associate prodiscussed at the meeting were night at 8:15 o’clock in the Studio fessor of music and directed by I
plans concerning the Junior Prom, ! Theater. It also will be presented ,
which is to be held May 5, at Thursday evening
the Hawaiian Gardens in San I
The production is being stuI ,
dent directed by Leslie Robinson
Jose.
The
designing and constructing
The possibility of having Joe
Crest cut the number of instru- of sets also is under the direction
ments in his band when he Plays of a student, William James. Both
for the prom is to be investigat- Miss Robinson and James are
ed by a committee. It was sug- %corking on this project to partigested that the band, which fee- ally satisfy requirements for their
tures 11 pieces and a vocalist, M.A. degrees.
. might be trimmed down to eight
Tickets for the production are
or nine pieces to save money.
on sale at the Speech and Drama
Bids for the prom were set at Depactment office, SD 100.
$2. The problem of obtaining
Heading the cast is Ivan Paulentertainment for
intermission sen as Caesar and Sylvia Cirone
still is to be solved It was suits as Cleopatra. Others
in the cast
aested that perhapa a low priced are Kenneth Rugg, Pothinus; Joband or vocal group would sufseph Markham, Brittanus: Fred
fice. Don Sherwood, San FranHare, Theodotus; Ronald Stokes.
c
TV and radio personality, Appolodorus;
ciso
Celeste McAdam.
was mentioned as a possible mas- Ftatateeta; Richard Wilson, Ruter of ceremonies choice for the no
prom.
David Browne, Achilles; Robert
GUS C. LEASE
SOPHS CONSIDER FUNDS
McNamara.
Lucius
Septimus; ,
To Difect Glee Cluh
Since the Sophomore Class was Kenneth Dean, sentinel; James I
found to have $885.88 in treasury Dunn. centurion; William Man- ! Pat Dougherty,iGlee Club presiwith only $100 scheduled
or ger, boatman; Donald West, must- ! dent. the grout!) will sing three
campus Chest and $50-100 bud- , cian; Elizabeth Keller, has; Be- reliiikaus numbers followed by
geted for the Junior Prom, it de- ’ nita Camicia charmian; Robert ’ "With a Song 11 My Heart" with
cided to drop its money raising Gorden, *Hide); Davey $clunitt,
campaign at Its class meeting at I majer-eimh; Robert WhitelAd,
3:30 p.m. yesterday.
.
i Conrad
Mendenhall,
auxiliary
Other highlights of the pro, The class moved to investigate soldiers; Clairene Machado, harp
a campaign to increase their do- ’ girl’ Richard Thomas Earl Perot gram will be the singing of Victor
Behan Street Song
nation to Campus Chest, Possibly , Robert Gordon, porters; Marge ’ Herbert’s
by having each of the four classes 1Dupuy, EliLu Galarza, court la- sung by Time Ann Fritz, arrangat State erect a carnival booth. dies: and Chris Moore. Ptolemy, ment of "The Battle Hymn of the
Republic" featuring Dan Knowles
all proceeds going to the chest
I as soloist, "Stranger in Paradise."
S
Five sopha volunteered to Is, S
I
Viva L’Amour," "So In Love,"
into it On the steering committee
and "Blue Star."
1. for the projected affair are Jean

Cr

aesar, Cleopatra’
Production To Open
Tomorrow Evening

Deadline April 21

Christy, Alicia Cardona, Roberta
The "Metronomes," one of the
Teacher selection tests will be
Evans, and Jeannie Oakleaf, and ’
Ii given for the last time this I three quartets composed of Glee
. Ralph Parker.
Club members, will be heard in
, semester, April 21, between 9
FROSH TO WASH CARS
two Negro spirituals, ’’Lead Me
and 11 a.m. in Morris Dailey
The Freshman Class met yesterto the Rock" and "I Got Shoes."
Auditorium, according to the
day afternoon and passed by a
ic modern quartet better known
Testing Office.
motion
to
have
,
annanimous vote a
as "The Guys," will harmonize
Students planning to take the
car
wash.
They
also
i city-wide
tests should make an appoint- , to "Gone With the Wind" and
a ill sell snow cones on campus
’tient in the Testing Office, I "Stranger in Paradise," followed
sometime in the near future, acby the "Varsity" barbershop quarRoom 19, before April 12. Aricording to Bill Sturgeon, class
tet singing "In My Arms" by
thmetic fundamentals and interpresident
,
Roy Ringweld.
ests tests are those to be al, ea.
A shoe shine stand idea was
The closing number will be selalso suggested, but it did not come
ections from "Carousel" with Shirup for a vote.
ley Swallow and Bob Lilliquiat
The main emphasis for making
as soloists. The selections wili
money is to put on a junior prom .
include the "Clambake Songa"
several years from now. Accord"You’ll Never Walk Alone," "If
ing to Sturgeon. the class hopes
I Loved You." "A’Whaling We
to have $2000 bysthat time. Rials
Will Go" and "June Is Busing
now the class is in the "red."
Out All Over." The number will
be accompained by a 16 piece
Ray Freeman.
’ crowned Jack 0 Clubs a; tin, orchestra.
AWS dance Saturday night, held
The ’Men’s 0fee Club has beat the San Joac
’umen’s Club come well known while performAnn Dutton, AWS president, was I, ing in many cities and for variotss
in charge of the coronation.
organizations and it has been enFreeman is vice president of thusiastically received wherever
the student body, and is majoring it has appeared
in business administration. He
Ls from Ontario, Calif.
Competing for "Jack 0’ Clubs"
were Dale McPherson. Ralph Parker, "Conley" Reese, Al Walburg,
1ƒ5.hy
;:,1
,’
Freeman and Al Behr.
Since it is Leap Year. the girls Meet today in the S’
.!took the men to the St Patrick’s at 2:30 p.m.. chairman die,
Day affair. An Irish theme was trell has announced.

___

Ray Freeman Wins :
’Jack 0’ Clubs,
Title at AWS Dance ’

High school principals fSom
this area are meeting on earnpus today to discuss problems
encountered by entering freshmen The conference scheduled
to last from 10 a.m until 3 p m .
is being held in Room 120 of the
Speech and Drama Building.
In charge of the program is
Dean of Students Stanley Benz.
He will be assisted throughout
the day by President John T.
Wahlquist, who will deliver a
welcoming address, and by Dr
Fred Hareleroad,
Dr. Richard
Purdy,
Dr. Glenn
Reed, Dr.
Courtaney
Brooks,
Dr
James
Wood, Robert Martin, Mrs Doris
Edgar, Dr. Karl Mueller and Miss
Viola Palmer. who is leading the
discussion periods.
Some of the topics set for discussion involve school-college articulation, speech and literary stendards at SJS, the humanities
course sequence, the exploratory
program,
teacher
placement,
scholarships, admission requirements and application procedure.
There will also be a period devoted to subject area conference.
and free is ussi n.
The delegates will lunch in the
Tea Room of the Home Economies Building.
The conference is ail annual
’vent and , is similar to the ones
ield for junior college presidents
iast week.

Thursday Is Date
For Innoculations

1
ii woolen’s aing,i,;gi. ais
will compete for honors tomorrow
night when AWS presents the
annual "March Melodies" at 7:30
o’clock in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The singing gioups will be judged by a panel of four judges and
the best three groups will n"
I

Few Students
fic File
For ASB Of es
As Deadline Nears

Only one new applicationfor
the office of male representative
at largewas filed yesterday at
the ASS Office in the Student
Union, according to Bob Becker,
chief justice of the Student Court
Deadline for submission of applications for ASH election, to be
held May 3 and 4,- has been set
at 3:30 p.m Friday. This date
cannot be extended due to the
amount of processing necessary
on each application,
There are still five poats without declared candidates. They are,
senior male and female justice
of the Student Court, junior and
senior class representatives and
female representative at large
Sophomore and junior representative vacancies are for one
year terms. There are two openings for senior class representatives, one for a full year and the
. other for a half year term.
’
Applications filed thus far Si’(’
for the offices of ASH president, :
vice-president, recording secretary, corresponding secretary, treasurer, female representative at
large and sophomore class re- 1
presentative.

.zes Lae% .I1.,up will be
scored on a basis of 100 points
They will be judged on 10 things
each of which are worth 10 points
The things which the groups will
be judged on include (1) uniform and or appropriate dress.
(21 entrance and exit. (3) attacks and releases, (4) parts, (5)
attention to director. (6) dynamics
(7) diction, (8) arrange’i’s ’a
(91 directions
and (10)
aim Dutton, AWS president
will be mistress of ceremonies

and Kathy Moyer nil! play
piano selections during intermission,
Jerry McKun and Mild Smith
are in charge of "March Melodies." Committee chairmen are
Terri Galvin, decorations and
Donna Larson, programs.
The participating groups and
the selections which they will
sing are Alpha Chi Chnoga,
"Grandfather’s Clock,
Cyneopated Clock." "As Time Goes By."
Alpha Phi, "One Song," "Whistle
While You Work," "Someday My
Prince Will Come," "The Work
Song;" Catholic Women’s Center,
"Ifush-a-By," "Lullaby of Broadway," "Lullaby of Birdland "

Chi Omega, "W’hen Yoe Wish
Upon a Star," ’Heigh Ito!"
"Someday My Prince Will
Come:" Delta Gamma. "Wide
Missouri." "Foggy Foggy Dew."
"He’s Gone Away," "Cinch.’
"Delia," Delta Zeta, "Around
the World In song;" Gamma
Phi Beta, "Where in the World
But in America." "When Johnny
Comes Marching Home." "America, the Beautiful." "Bring
New Glory to Old Glen." "This
Is My Country."

Kappa Alpha Theta, "Love al,
or Leave Me," "Everybody Loves
Thursdaas March 22. 11:: the
My Baby." "At Sundown," "Shakdate for the second in the series
ing the Blues Away:" Kappa Delof three diphtheria and tenoni .
ta. "Dreaming," "I Can Dream
toxoid innoculations
Dream, Dream."
’Can’t 17Immunizations will be given
Kappa Kappa Gamma. "Dancing
from 9 to 11:30 a in. and from
NEW LONDON, Conn.(UP)--- In the Dark," "Night and Day."
2 to 4:30 p tn. in the Health Nuclear physics is included in the
Kappa Phi, "Autumn Leaves,’
Office, Room 31. Only those per- curriculum of a schorsi recently "Winter Wonderland," -It’s Swsons bearing "shot cards" will , opened at the U. S. submarine ing."
"Summertime." Phi Mu.
be permitted to receive the in- base here. The instructors all actin "I Love Paris," "C’eat Si Dom"
noculations The cards were sold ed aboard the Nautilus, the world’s "La Vie En Rose;" Sigma Kappa
by the Graduate Manager’s Of- I first atomic submarine, which was "South American Way," and "Yufice in February, entitling the
sillt here
ba Plays the Tuba."
_
purchaser to all the shots offer
oci for $1.
who lousaciti the lot
shot, according to MISS IMargart
Twombly, health SCI-VICe direct.
may come in for the last tw,
shots if he still has his card.
ail
"At the present time."
Miss Twombly, "there is a dipWASHINGTON
(t;Pt
Pre- Canada and the Soviet Union nwt
htheria epidemic in one of the
sident Eisenhower proposed to to discuss the world’s biggest
eastern states. Surprisingly enough,
Congress yesterday a $4.8 billion problem in the most optimistic
It is not the children that are
foreign aid program He said it atmosphere since the end of World
disease,
but
the
conracting the
was designed to offset new Rus- War
of
the
cases
are
adults
majority
obstacles -in our quad for
British Host Delegate Anthony
Most children are immunized by sian
pence"
Nutting opened the session with
private physicians or school docHis
proposal
called
for
$2.9
bilan appeal to Feat and West to
tors, then after leaving school,
lion in military assistance to our "stop arguing and start acting" ’’ii
let the immunization period run
allies,
SI 1 billion for "defense disarmament
out."
supporting" activities, and author372 htudents, personnel and faSTORM HITS LAST
ity for longterm U.S aid comculty bought iinmunIzation cards mitments
for
underdeveloped
NEW YORK
New
(UP,
in February. Miss Twombly urges areas
York City and its three-stale
every person holding a card, en3,500-word
special
message
metropolitan area was almost partitling him to immunization shots,
grit the usual mixed reaction. Seri
to come into the health office at William Langer (R-N. D ) sum- alized yesterday by a pair of
the indicated times and receive
violent storms that blanketed the
s
innocula- med up the view of the most city with more than 16 inches
the corrt,le’e
outspoken opponsnis when he
tion.s.
of arww
said: "I’m against itall of it "
Nearly 100 persons were tlead
Foreign air sponsors generally
hailed the President’s proposal as a result of the two storms.
but some said careful study is Eighty-three persons died In the
needed to make sure the fund:: are find blow which hit Friday with
Tickets for "Nowrooz," the Ira- ben
s’ss .,! for the best near-blizzard force across the Midnian New Year, will be on sale
Atlantic and New England states.
today and tomorrow in the Outer
%)11 r itflist
Tan more were reported dead in
Quad, according to Nasser Tavie The the second stage of winter’s dysoli. chairman of the affair Th.
1I’lWer$ ing one-two punch
New Year, to be held March 30, opened disarmament talks here
Tens of thousands of abandonla being sponsored by the Inter- yesterday with the United States
autos were stalled on city
ed
national Students Organization. , pressing II hurry-up plan for linostreets and along the nearby highThe semi-formal affair will be tations on nuclear weapons now.
held at the Sainte Claire hotel
The delegates from the United ways and parkways in New Jourfrom 9 p m. to I a.m.
States,
Great Britain, France, sey, Connecticut and New York

Sub Vets Teach

"Dream,

Ike Proposes Foreign Aid Program
’Designed To Offset Russian Obstacles’

Iranian New Year

Rally Committee to Meet

South Dakota U. Claims
Student With Oddest Job
VERMILLION, S D.(UP1
This University of Sralith Dakota
probably has a most unusual student co far as occupaSion is concerned.
A
lie is S Faamauaillii; his occupation, chieftain.
REIGNING "JACK 0’ CLUBS," Ray Freeman. aas (rosined at the
He is contemplaang
future
l’he St. raffia’s Das
dance of the same name, sponsored hy
courses in education, rovernment,
Saturday, carried out an Irishiheme. Bob Russell furn-"ccaosiunif,,vhen he ha, im.

affair, held
bated mitile for the dance, whielt preluded the.activftles of Womphoto by Downs
en’s WeeIL

proved his ability to, express himself in the English language.

Final plans for the high school
rally convention will be made at
this meeting.

Filing Deadline
Neen
I.- the .1. adline
for filing applications far the
appointive tato c of stud’
man of the Public Relati,
rrattee Applications s].
filed in the ASB Oita,
Student Unien
Students wiia tile should be in
the Student Union at 3 p m5 tomorrow fer an interview
--

earried out in the decorations,
The "Jack" was picked by the
.4 girls who bought bids.
s
Bob Russell and his band furnished the music for the affair
Kay Daley was in charge of the
dance as chairman while Elaine
Perry was head of decorations.
Pat O’Connell, coronation proemdin: Pat Meams. refreshments:
I and Joan Healy. bids.

Chapel Service Today
Services in Memorhal Chapel
will feature a talk in,Othe Rev.
Dwight Neuenschwander of the
Baptist Church of the Foothills
at 1:30 p.m. today, according to
"Y Lites"

WATER CARNIV AL,

the first activity of Worn-

en’s Week. was held yesterday in the ttottien’s
Gym and featured (left to right) Janet trthibald, Honey Mora, Lin Sheehan and Mite Kunz.

%WS sponsored the shoe and the Women’s Ph)ctrat Edurattan torrarrtment-irandied-411e-sreemee----ments.

--photo hy Steinreit h
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More Pay for Vets

By

ND ’

STAI

LU VONDERIMIS

Sparvets, campus veterans organization. resently sent a pro
posal through the SJS horn iodic) stution to Representative Charles
S. Gubser, asking that the legislature intrease the_allowance t.
G I. students A few important points should be tonoidered before
any action is taken on this matter.
First, the proposal calls for the following increase in allow$135.
ances per month 1. Single Korean veteranfrom $110 to
2. Korean vetelan and wife fr am $135 to $175. 3. Korean veteran,
wife and one childfrom $160 to $205.
Second, the present allowances were set up rind effertive cis
of June 27, 1950 Since that time, there have been many changes
in the cost of living, and at present the veteran is unable to stretsh
his monthly allowances to cover living expenses.
Third, in the case of the G.I student, books, tuition and board
and room expenses especially have shown incieuse sin:es 1950.
It seems only logical that the allowances should be in accordance
with the rising costs of living
Veterans recently welts urged to write their congressman
asking his, support on the issue. lhe Sparvets took the initiative
and paved the road for the presentation of the proposal. The
matter now is in the hands of the legislature and action probably
will be taken at tie nest session. Personal letters undoubtedly
will have an effect on the results Such cc worthy cause demands
careful consideration and immediate action in favor of the pro-

The purpose of this column is not, as you might think, an ad for
, some airlines. but a chance to learn something about our foreign students, who have come to America to study.
I thought it would be apropos to start our tour around the world
with Roger Veit president of International Students Organization
Roger is from Taipei, Formosa, located off the China Mainland.
The 2-1yeariold senior business
major came to America in 11941
Iwtatose he %anted "Its meet people and learn about met iran and
I ts customs."
hack home. !Nor has four sisters and a brother. An interesting
fact about his family is that his
sisters and brother all have French
I est names.
Roger’s father Was educated in
France, so he sent his children to
a French sponsored school.

_
-

0

Roger, however, did not attend
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Dear Thrust and Parry
Having read Jim Hushaw’s letter. which was directed to me, I
am forced to agree with him that track and boxing cannot be considered
minor sports
Therefore I wish to express my apologies for my erroneous statement to him and anyone else connected with these sports. Never
having been conected with either activity, I did not realise their scope
an importance.
On the other hand, from what Mr. Ilushaw explains about the
SD. staff, it is disappointing to know that those people (the photo
staff) are so badly understaffed. Surely, at 3 college of this size, a
condition such as exists now could not remain unnoticed forever. I
do hope that help will be given the Daily for the comfort of all
Involved and for the added quality of an already good paper.
Chuck Babecrek, ASS 179

Ideas on Student Apathy
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Lately the Spartan Daily and the Studedt Council have belabored
the question of student apathy towards student vs-eminent and elec
bons. Here are a few ideas I have on the subject:
I. The student body has been top heavy with upper division students and lacks transfer students. Transfer students find it hard to
crash the select circle of student affairs.
2. The Spartan Daily uses the big splash technique on certain
student govrnment affairs, like the Student Council open meeting. but
at times fails to give daily coverage of the council meetings and doings.
3 Some students associated with student government hold from
two to nine different posts and monopolize available posts.
4 Naturally following the above point is the fact that a student
can become discouraged in applying for a post if he is turned down
time after time
5 I believe that to increase the stature of student government the
control of the "100 percent student owned" Spartan Book Store should
be placed in the hands of the students and not in the hands of the
faculty!
6. The Student Court should begin to act like a "court" instead
of a wrist tapping society looking for "extenuating" circumstances in
each case The court in its handling of various %iodations and the operational snafus of the ASH elections has caused the loss of face before
the student body.
7. For surne reason student government apparently has failed to
attract the group it should normally attract the political science and
public administration students.
For what the aforementioned ideas are worth I don’t know, but
the majority of the student body has let the control of its affairs go
by default to the minority.
Leo FanceyASB 0:172
(EDITOR’S NOTE:: In reference to point number 2, a special
Spartan Daily reporter teeters the weekly and special meetings of
the Student Council. Council stories usually take precedence user
other material for publication in the paper ’thrust and Parry letters are not to exceed 251 words in length.)

eetings
Blood Drive Committee will meet today at 3.30 p m..in Studen
Union.
Christian Science Organisation will meet today at 7:30 p m in College
Chapel.
Institute of Radio Engineers will hear guest speaker Dr. Burns
Woodward at its meeting temorrow inglit at 7 30 o’clock in E 118.
International Relations flub will meet tonigSt at 7:30 o’clock in
Room 113. All Model l’ N. delegates ale urged to attend.
International Students Organization %%ill bold a cabinet meeting
tomorrow at 3 30 p in. in SD 118
Lutheran Student Association will bold a dinner devotional meeting at 7 30 p m today in Student
Spartan Spinners will meet today at 8 p.m. in VWCA.
Student 1’ members will meet at 9th and San Antonio streets at 7-30
p m for transportation to Faculty Fireside with Dr. James M. Craig.
"38" Club will meet tonight at 7 30 o’clock in J 101 to plan Juurnalism Department cofke
--

As Spring Draws Near
Classes Become Smiler

Full of Fruit
Light and Fluffy

AMIN ican liar Association report

A Real Treat for n
Snack or Breakfast
.
... You’ll like ’ern!

across the nation.
Of the total, 1,370 are women
Full time law students numbei
25.713 - with 804 women. There
are 10.079 part tlfne, or evening
students, including 506 wiener:

CHATTERTON BAKERY
221 co

2nd CI

Next In Payless

CY 4-3717

hai, an American sponsored high
school taught by the Chinese.
Another interesting fact about
the Chinese educational gystem, is
that at least 10 subjects each semester are mandatory. This leaves
little time for anything but studying. I wonder how we would like
this set-up?
Roger plans to go back to Formuss some day and enter the international trade field.

ROOES YID
. . . ISO President
walls around them." He also mentioned how anxiously he assailed
his first view of the Golden Gate
bridge. Then when the boat anchored in the bay. "I couldn’t see
anything because it Was sic foggy."
Good or California, the land of
sunshine!

Worthwhile
Reading
. . . for your whole family
in the world-famous pops
of The Christian Science
Monitor.
Enjoy Erwin D.
newest stories,
Canham’s
penetrating national and international news coverage,
hovolo-do features, homemaking ideas. Every issue
brings you helpful easy-toread articles.
You con get this international daily newspaper from
by mail, without
Boston
extra charge. Use the coupon below to start your
subscription.
Tlw Christian Science Monitor
One, Norway Street
Boston 15, Mass.. U. S. A.
Please send the Monitor to me
for period checked.
6 months $8 0
1 year $16 0
3 months $40

Karl

I zero)

osac

HERE IS TIIE ROAD HAP of the land of Santa Cruz’ blue waters
and soft, sand) beaches together with beautiful big tree parks. It
is the vacation spot of California fishing and %outlining friends, and
photo hs Downs
also th.it of nature lot leg students.

Hot Cross Buns

35,702 men and women studying
law In 127 appruved law silisedi

CARAAEL

STATI HIORWAYS

By LARRY REESE
At tention professors!
Are your classes getting smaller and smaller every time you go
to class? Are the students paying
little or no attention to lectures?
Well, don’t worry, it’s not your
fault . . . It’s nearing spring and
an nature lovers (mostly just
plain lovers) are heading for
good ’ole Santa Cruz.
Irl less than two hours (slew
drivers) a loyal Spartan can be
with his best gal lounging on the
smooth, sandy beach of the internaltionally-knowil resort.
These picturesque shores lure
thousands of college "cutees"
every year. And why not?
Around the Santa Cruz area
loyal Spartans relax In UMfortrble resorts or go ramping
under ancient Sequoias, golfing on rolling hills or drop[And a line off Fisherman’s
Wharf, visiting the famous Rigouts gardens or surfboarding
on the crest of a comber.
Ls California’s cleanest arid most modern. It features a large indoor
salt-water plunge, picnic grounds,
beach band concerts, dancing in
the famous Cocoanut Grove PaVillion, orcil coroptctrx amusement
park facilities including a roller
coaster and other whirrling contraptions.
One of the real big things at
the beach is fishing (of course).
Every facility is available for
The deep-sea fishing enthusiast.
Boats, bait and fishing equipment may be recited to catch
black bass, V3rIous species of
cod. yellow tail, salmon, shark,
mackerel (all of which can be
caught from
offshore
fishing
bargesjust
like their
shore parking). while kingfish,
smelt and perch are towed in
from the municipal wharf.
If any loyal Spartan wants to
rough ’it. he can go jumping in
the surf for sole and perch Trout
and steelliead fishing also is
exeellent
For those industrious nnloval
Spartans %silo like to mix home
work and fun. Santa Criss has
a public library with three
branches; 131.000 volumes.
.1n addition to the many activities on lite beach. baseball,
basketball,
how ling,
boxing
and o restling.
night night:dubbing. flying. folk dancing,
golf, plenty:. motoring (when
there’s no place to park). camping. riding, and tennis ran fill
up those warm, sleepy spring
days.
Another attraction to the Santa

this school. Instead he enrolled in
so. .10110.5 Middle School in Shang-

So. nett time you pass Roger on
campus, give him a Snide and tell
The most fascinating thing he him you’re glad he callie to 5.15.
noticed when he came to America lie is.
was that "the houses didn’t have

PACIFIC 0801ff
--(i) U.S. reICIRWAYS

1370 Women Study Law
(ur)--

The University Club of Palo
Alto, 470 Ramona, Palo Alto, will
construct a $95.000 elubhouse on
Stanford property along Adobe
Creek,

Cruz area is the fantastic Mystery
Spot where nature defies Its own
laws of gravity, perspective, compass, velocity and height.
At one place in the Mystery
Spot area any loyal Spartan can
lay a carpenter’s level across two
cement blocks noting that their
tops are on the same level. But
when standhirikn one. he ran se,
his companiiin on the other eithrl
above or below him. (This one is
for Fels: ics niaJorSi)
Other places of Interest In
Santa Cruz are Shaffer’s Troph
he:mutat
cal
Gardens.
thr
Santa Cruz County Big ’frees
Park. Brookdale Lodge. and
the inspiring "Last Supper"
life-sire wax figure interpretation of Leonardo Da %liters
masterpiece AS recreated by
Katherine Stubergh.
And !..,
SJS professors, Is
it any eonder why classes grow
Sitillnler as spring nears?

Freshman Is Only
Male in Home Ec.
BR(X)KINGS, S. 0.
(UP)
Stephen Knutson, a freshman from
Minn,
is
the
only
ma’,
Pipestone,
enrolled in the Home Economic
Division at South Dakota State
College.
"The isolated status Is no both er," said Steve, "the girls gratin
ally are getting used to me.
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Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

HOW TO BE A THUMPING BIG SUCCESS
ON CAMPUS
While up in the attic last week hiding from a bill collector I
came across a letter, yellow now with age. that dear old Dad had
sent me when I was a freshman. I read the letter again and
recalled, with many a sigh and not a few tears, what an inspiration it had been to me back in my freshman days. I reproduce it
below in the hope that it may light your way as it did mine.
"Dear Son, (Dad always called me Son. This was short for
Sonnenberg, which was originally my first name. I later traded
it with a man named Max. He threw in two outfielders and a lefthanded pitcher....But I digress.)
"Dear Son, ( Dad wrote)
"I suppose you are finding college very big and bewildering,
and maybe a little frightening too. Well, it need not be that
way if you will follow a few simple rules.
"First of all, if you have any problems, take them to your
teachers. They want to help you. That’s what they are there for.
Perhaps they do seem rather aloof and forbidding, but that is
only because they are so busy. You will find your teachers warm
as toast and friendly as pups if you will call on them at an hour
when they are not overly busy. Four a.m., for instance.
"Second, learn to budget your time. What with classes, activities, studying, and social life all competing for your time, it is
easy to fall into sloppy habits. You must set up a rigid schedule
and stick’ to it. Remember, there are only 24 hours in a day.
Three of these hoors are spent in class. For every hour in class,
you must, of courss, spend two hours studying. So there go six
flows, for every hour of studying, you must spend two hours sleeping. That accounts for another twelve hours. Then there are meals- two hours each for
breakfast and lunch, three hours for dinner. Never forget, Sonnenberg, you must chew each mouthful 288 times. You show
me a backward student, and I’ll show you a man who bolts
his food.
"But college is more than just sleeping, eating, and studying.
There are also many interesting and broadening activities, and
you would be cheating yourself if you neglected them. You’ll
want to give at least an hour a day to the campus newspaper and
yearbook, and, of course, another hour each to the dramatic and
music clubs. And let’s say a total of three hours daily to the
stamp club, the foreign affairs club, and the debating society.
Then, of course, a couple of hours for fencing and bird-walking,
a couple more for square dancing and basket weaving, and one
or two for cribbage and ice-sculpturing.
"Finally, we come to the most important part of each day-what
I call ’The Quiet Time.’ This is a period in which you renew
yourself--just relax and think green thoughts and smoke Philip
Morris Cigarettes.

SPIVEY’S DRIVE-IN
12th

8.

Santa Clo-a

Open 74 hours

Southern California Edison Co.
II 4/ Interview Engineering Graduate,
on Attire!, 22, 1956
l’4,itions Are Available For

Civil Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
kt eplional oponrhinilics for advancement with Ameri, a’s
laqcst growing chaos utility. Ask for information
about 1 disolli’s unusu.s1 cropliiver benefit prograin.

"Why Philip Morris? because they are the natural complement to an active life; they are gentle, they are benign, they
are tranquil, they are a treat to the tired, a boon to the spent, a
haven to the storm-tossed. That’s why.
"Well, Sonnenberg, I guess that’s about all. Your mother sends
her love. She has just finished putting up rather a large batch
of pickles in fact, 350,000 jars. I told her that with you away
at school, we would not need so many, but lovable old Mother
is such a creature of habit that though I hit her quite hard
several times, she insisted on going ahead.
Your ever lovin’
Dad."
CM,, rho... 109
’Adele, Ile freshmen i. riot flic 1111th11,14 Ili the ennkerv ot Philip
Maras, operresos erf this column. Best II Igor-rites for freshmen is.
Also
rigor. Iles fier sipperulahmenrre. graduate student., profs, deans, and
anern,iorly ’lee who enkrn-s a gentle, moilrra smoke.
"won Philip
Morrie, of cords!
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Spat Is 1 &in.
USF’s Win Over Bruins, Good News
We were quite happy, to see UCLA take its
Its PETER Ilta

on one point the Westwooders really got their facts crossed up.
They described their cage five as having won 26 Pacific Coast Conference games in a row. The Bruins did win 16 straight this
season,
but we seem to remember a team called Oregon State
that won the PCC
title last year by beating UCLA in the league playoffs.
However 3
is quite possible the Bruin sportswriters figured Oregon Slate
wasn’t
in the league last year. Certainly no conference Toe could beat the
"team of destiny."
We can’t ser where UCLA had any tougher competition than
ITSE after the Holiday tournament. Both
California,
which probably wa. their toughest game We tl
tht Cal gave
USE a whale of a game. They cectainls stereo% Is points behind at
halftime.

leallls p13ƒ191

We can’t help but wonder whether there were enough holes
around Corvallis in which the UCLA sportswriters and their Southern
California colleagues could hide themselves when the Bruins had been
Russellized in the first half of the "big" game. Perhaps they will
admit that USF and not U(’LA is a "team of destiny."

Sorry UCLA, SJS Matmen Met Tough Foes
More we leave the Bruin sportswriters, we would like to point
out another one of their fallacies. This one involves the San Jose
State wrestling learn.
lust before last neekentl’s PCI wrestling meet. Bruin sports.
writers showed off their knowledge by declaring that UCLA. San
Jose, Oregon auol oregon Stale would he fasOred for the title.
However, the slurs went on, San Jose is ol an unknown totality
because the Spartan grapplers have met olds steak dimpetif .
Apparently the Bruin sportswriters overlooked San Jose’s matches
with Oregon Slate and Washington State. San Jose’s "weak compel(
tion" of OSC and Oregon finished 1-2 in team standings. San Jose was
third, and UCLA placed fourth.

Leon Patterson Story on T.V. Tonight
For those Spartans who have access to television tonight we
believe a rewarding 30 minutes could he spent in watching the life
story of Leon Patterson to be presented over KGO-TV at 930 o’clock.
The program is entitled "A Life to Live By" and tells the tragic
story of one of America’s most promising irackmen.
Elliot Alexander, public relations director for the Du Pont
Cavalcade Theater. writes, " I feel ’A 1.ife to Live Its,’ the true
story of Leon Patterson. is a show every college student will want
to see whether or not he or she is interested in sports. It so vividly
points out the courage and faith 01 Ow younger generation."
Patterson. who held the national prep record in the shot put
while in high school at Taft, California, found out at the age of 17
years o Ive provit ed
he had Bright’s disease. Doctors gave tin
he gave up athletics.
When he was 19. Patterson married his high school sweetheart and
accepted an athletic scholarship to US(’. Ile quit football, but worked
constantly with the discus on the track field. As a sophomore he
threw the discus 178 ft 1 in., farther than any college sophomore in
history.
His life was Amposed of his wife, lay and track, and his hours
on the field finally cost him all three, lEe repeated stubbornly that
the doctors might be wrongthey were by six years. After placing
third in the NCAA finals that year, Leon Patterson died in November
1954 Ile was jast 21 years (dd.

You’ll Find a
Complete Stock of
Leather Supplies
eft . . .

S&S LEATHERS
10’.

Distount with ASS Cold

73 E. San Fernando St.
7.30 -

500

Intramural Schedule
Tuesday:
6 30-Alpha Tau Omega vs Pi Kappa
Alpha
Alpha Fpsilon vs. Phi
Sig6ma30Sigma
Kappa
7.30Vaasa Chi vi. lambda Chi Alpha
7:30Signsa No vs. Kappa Tow
30Theta Chi vs. Kappa Alpha
1.30-Theto xi vs. Dane Upsilon

DRIVE-IN DRY CLEANERS and SHIRT LAUNDRY
One Stop
In by 900
Service
Out by 5-01)
at No Extra Charge

SECOND and SAN CARLOS
(Right behind Newbeny
We give S & H Green Stamps

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
Bratwurst &
- Sauerkraut
Bread &

Butter

Vegetable
Potatoes

ARCHIE’S
545 South Second

7 a.m. to 9 p m.

starts
.,.r the Spartan

after then
haseballers as they
sixth straight win against Sacra,
mento State in Sacramento.
The Spartans. in winning five
straight lax( week. carry a 5-2
111:11 s inta today’s contest. Sacra
mento has a 2-2 mark, suffering
!soh its losses from the p,aeni
Fresno State nine.
_
San Jose’s pitching staff binssinned into mid season form oier
ART BIM
the week, after a slow start in
-pred
ally season games. Tuck Hakes
the
most
effective.
perhaps was
Fresh trom a victory over the hulling one shut out and missing
:mother when an. unearned run
University of Santa Cara and a
Chico
fifth place in the Intercollegiate cro..ed the
estate fray. Borghesani was intRifle Matches. the San Jose State
varsity rifle team will take on the pi essise in his min oier Santa
lara as was Illal Itioistad In
Padres (Nub Of ’Sunnyvale tonight
his winning effort over San Fran.
at the Spartan stadium range.
In their most recent dual match, eisco State.
l’he Spartan mound corps were
the local marksmen easily put
down the Broncos, 1391(13811 On backed up by the heavy hitting
With a victory in their only dual
Thursday evening, the Spartans of Coach Walt Williams’ nine. AC - meet of the season, Coach Boil
will travel to Berkeley for cone ter seven games. Stale has a com- Winter’s Spartan spikers travel to
petition against the University of posite .307 batting average com- Arizona this weekend fur two night
pared to .245 of it opponents. meets.
California.
Intercollegiate matches over the Catcher Jerry Clifford paces the
San Jose vies with Arizona State
weekend saw Ken Storms prove Spartan hitters with a .414 average. of Tempe Friday night and then
the
to be the man of the hour in
clashes with University of Ari.sona
Al
H
RBI Po
afternoon team shooting. Storms
Saturday. The squad will leave by
all-time
high
score
of
fora,
fired his
car Wednesday morning.
which,
if
it
had
been
fired
289
Not much information is avail
17 S 2
in the morning round. would have
able on the Tempe cindermen too
given him third place in the WestArizona has a fair team this season
25
ern Section. As it was, the score
Earl Tale is the big gun for the
upped the SJS total to 1407 which
Wildcats in the sprints and broad
was good enough for a fifth-place
3
1 1 .300 jump.
tie with the University of San FranTate finished a close second to
cisco.
’
Dick Dorsey of USC in a :21.5 furCaptain Bill Rabenstcin pared
long Saturday. broad jumped 24
the morning round with a 284.
feet,
inches and wound up
followed by Don Bickford, 283;
third in the 100-yard dash. The
Rudy Cordova, 281; Storms. 278:
Arizona team plans to threaten
Al Amaral, 278; Al Truslow. 277;
the Saprtasis for first in the pole
Jerry Russel, 270; and John Dunn.
vault, high jump, shot put and
265.
qtrartermile.
7
In the afternoon round, Raben- Saiiphosani
stein followed Storms’ torrid mark K line
1
300
captured its first dual
San
with 283. Rounding out the local K olind
meet sictory Saturday by trip0
scoring were Amaral, 281; Truslow. Prstratt
ping the Santa Clara Vouth Cen.
Johilson
279; and Bickford. 275.
ter. 711.53. Top marks were tti I tied
in by Art lliatt 1:21.51 in the
220, Al Ross 1:49.71 and Jim
Hushaw (:49.81 in the quartermile, Tang Stanley (.1:2’.!,111 in
the mile and 0.5%’. Rhodes (13-61
in the pole VaUlt.
The actual traveling squad has
not been completed but will conThe lint d
Boxers It in- Scholarship Fund.
I gist of spikers from the following
quel, co-sponsored by Phi Sigma
Lieutenant Governor Powers of list:
Sprint: Hiatt. Ron Giardina, Van
Kappa and Kappa Alpha Theta, California is the invited guest
will be held Thursday. April 5, speaker. The San Jose Metronomes Parish and Ed Hicks.
at the American Legion Hall in Will highlight the entertainment
440: Ross, Ron Vavra, Illishaw
San Jose, according to Aaron Levy, program.
and Val Daniels.
880: Stanley, Herb Stockman and
co-chairman of the event.
The Metronomes are a local
Honoring the 1956 SJS boxing sical group comprised of Jim Paris. Jerry Thompson.
team, the banquet will include the Bob Lilliquist, Mike l’atterakis.
Di.stances: Don Hubbard and Bab
awarding of the ant.standing boxer’s Daryl Thompson, and Nancy Ash.
High hurdles: Bob Ilarrison.
trophy, a perpetual trophy doStmlents and faculty are urged
nated by, the San Jose Rin isiders
ttend and support the team Wiley Schmidt and Quentin Man
C, spur smans ip plaque and and the Scholarship Fund. Tickets chaster.
Ii ophy, both donated by the spun- are $2.50 per person and can be
Low hurdles: Harrison, Schmidt
:urine organizations.
obtained from the Men’s PE. De- and John Munson.
Last year. Dick Bender was partment, the SJS Alumni Office,
Shot put: Bill ((Pekes.
named outstanding boxer for the Archie’s Steak House, or from any
Discus: Ed Bill and Lynn Greene
second consecutive year and Joe member of the sponsoring organ( Javelin: Greene and Dick Bucks.
Rodrigues was chosen as the boxer rations.
Pole vault: Rhodes and Roger
displaying the greatest amount of
Meanwhile hack in the ring. Lippa.
sportsmanship. Voting for these Spartan boxers are putting on the
Broad jump: Ray Goodwin, Ray
awards is by the entire boxing final edge before entering the Pa- Ellis, Harvey Mucullough, and
team.
cific Coast Intercollegiate cham- Manson.
All proceeds from the event arc pionships Thursday night, the ehHigh jump: John Ornelaz, Ellis
donated to the Dee Portal Memorial max of the local season.
and Goodwin.

Rifle Team Meets
Padre Club Tonight

CY S-9847

FRLE

:it the. I ’111.311

or

Spikers Prepare
Neters May Not Meet
For Two Weekend osc; Intrasquad Slated
Meets in Arizona

the

Spartan batting statistics:
2 1 2 3 .500
Parrot,
2 1 0 0 .500
Clifford,
29
.414
liorghesoni,
10 49 44 63 .400
Hodgen,
.360
32 11 2 .344
Ital
s
mi
n
g,
Winstead,
27 7 2 2 .318
!toey,
is
10
Riiynalds,
21
26 67 55 S5 .286
.269
Niasley,
23 6
4 .261
:sing,
10 2 2 0 .700
12 2 2 0 .167
Pitching statistics: W L SO IS ERA
Halsey
2 0 16 10 300
1 0
7 2 52
0 3 2
1 20 210 19
1 4.07
2.25
0 0 0 3 4.30

Jose

as

Jose
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APPEARANCE’
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LAely

STYLE
5171
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DR. CHENNELL
OPTOMETRIST OPTICIAN
254 S Second
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PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES

APPLIED RESEARCH LABORATORIES
off,.,,
Challenging Assignments in
Research Development Field

Opportunity for
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Excellent Benefits
Rlitiientent Profit-Sharing Plan

Small Company Atmosphere
Your College Placement Office Has

MU,

this way. If the at
Its 1111 11 114:11
nique. most beginners expect jinto io
(Third in a series of three ar- to teach them the art of self-defense locker approaches with his weapoi
ticks on the sport of ludo)
in so many lessons. Sport judo and over his head, a block is simpid
The beginning student of judo self-defense are related in that the and a follow through into an arii,
is sadly mistaken if he believes he latter developes front the first bar or a throw. If the weapon i
can master the fundamedlaks of through practice. Perhaps the carried at the side, as a knife mai,
judo in an hour course. Just be- question arises. what would hap- is apt In do, the block must he
cause he has watched the Count pen if a Judoka were to meet a followed by an arm or possibly a
of Monte Cristo throw his attackers boxer or a wrestler? There are blow to the nevi( in the old juaround like paper dolls on telcvi good Men in all sports and both jitso fashion.
For every possible mean.; of
sion, doesn’t mean he can. Judo are capable of close in fighting.
is an ari that takes time wed using whatever technique his sport attack there are mans wass to
practice. ’Mere are no secret short requi-es. The man who effectively ward it off and use that momen
cuts to proficiency--progress
turn of the attacker to his disadt
applies his technique first will on
Pends on the individual and the doubtably win. But, judo is a sport vantage. Perhaps. judo mas be
teacher.
based on the moves and aggressive- explained by mathematics. SaltThe first and most important ness that a boxer or wrestler would pose we estimate many’ strength
part of thc sport is to master Du. ordinarily use. Also, a Judoka is in units of one. "A" man, has
fall. Without this Knowledge. trained for mat work as well as ten units while "R" man has only
seven units Now, if "A" man
broken tunes and wrenched joint’s on his teet.
would be an every day occurence.
Another common question is th- to push "It" man. as strength
There are four ways to win a jut() difference between judo and jil
to strength, "II" man would he
pushed down. But. if "B" man
match. They art. by a throw, a jitstt. Jujitsu is an ancient Japan
hold id, wn, a joint or a choke. The ii-5P art using fingers to poke out
e ifl draw bat ii and still keep
most common throw taught first an eye. 01 the hack of the hand, his balame. then "A" would
is Osotdsgari, or outside leg throw. foot tit a throw to control or maim throw hiniself off his balance
This is followed by a shoulder an opponent Judo has taken the and " %"s strength would he dithrow or Seoinage. then a hip ciest forms of jujitsu and formulat- minishrd In possibly S or units.
throw and catapult. There are eel them into the "gentle art" as While "It" still has his 7 units
about fifteen main throws and we have it today. In len. when and his superior strength stint
many variation.s from each of Jigoro Kane started judo, his by throwing hi., opponent lids
these.
trained Judokas were opposed. by is judo. the -gentle nay" or the
After a few throws. mat holds a few thi7en masters of jujitsu
way of life itself.
are taught the beginning
They staged a huge tournament;
Today judo is the fastest grow.
kas, then e bokes and later atm in which all of Kann’s Judokas ing sport in the United States. As
bars. An aim bar tan be used won. but one: this one was called an example, next year there will
only acainst a Mark better, for ii draw. Today. judo is the national be the first all female judo etas%
this applies pressure against the .xrirt of Japarrand is compulsory- at San Jose State College. This.
arm joint width is very delicate. tn nu.ny oi the schools.
both men and women. through
A phase judo is the art of self
What %mild happen if an at iudo, can learn the aim of ludo;
ileiense moves of old time jujitsu, tacker half a knife or a club? This physical development, proficiency
hich is part of the throwing tech- La a common question that might in contest and mental development.

549 PARK AVENUE
CY 2-1482
San

Investigate

To Receive
Awards at Banquet

No Short-Cuts to Judo Proficiency;
Mastery of Fall Is Sport’s Essential

Kryger’s Car Polishing

Sao .1,
I :I
won’t get a crack at the Oregon
State tennis leant as scheduled thi,
afternoon.
The northwest school made ar
rangements to notify coach Hugh
Mumby if it planned to keep the
engagement but NIumby had no
word from the Beavers yesterday
If the Coast Conference impel
don’t appear. Mtmlby plans to liddlii
an irtrasoilati match in preparation
for Thursday’s encounter with
Ilniversiiy of Redlands at Backeo,

limgmen

J11110.

3 11111.110,u

Ile
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SHANK’S
German Dinner
Every
Wednesday
At

Southpaw Goti I.

on the mound tod

plate

Bruns Not a ’Team of Destiny’

NEED LEATHER SUPPLIES’?

SCORI8031D
TODAY S moos
aosabati. San Jose at Suciamento State,
3 pm.
Tennis Intratguad matches, 2 p m.
Swimming Sun Jose fiosh at Lincoln
High School, 3 15 p at. SLATS
YISTUIDAY’S Itf
(None scheduled’

.11,tr,ƒ111
as the mtst
anti most improved e.tecr Oil the Spalian squad it
te.,!
Asinsored by the Spar Ten dub in Itotha- ,,1 the I,
veatertlav.
ii
was met preis .
1/citver with
Frog’ ktatket for the AA1
ball toornament
Braisstrodn, who sparke.i
(liven Frog five to vietor%
Saturday’, Pavific A AU e:1ƒ.,
Thtirs Flircht
als,
Branstrom sustained
cheek bone In the ro,,
,..1nr(lay night and vs as twat. I
make the trip east
Gve Your Car a
Already nanted to the 2nd lealt,
SPRING PERSONALITY
- -(ti. se1iid. Cratle %as th,
with
leading :corer on the Sparta,’
team lie’ was the team’s quartet
Pltio Coral Paste Wax
back Branstrom, top reboil ii t .1
showed promise of becoming one
Porcelainize
of Sparta’s all time stars in the
/Iv\ !

Tern

Borghesani Seeks
2nd Win in Capital

Scoreboard

lumps from San
Francisco Friday evening in the opening round of the
NCAA Western
Regional Tourney in Corvallis It was music to our ears when
big
Bill Russell and Gene ’Brown tore the "wonderful"
Bruins to shreds.
We have been a faithful reader of the "Dail% Rutin"
during
the past year and stialls hate been iiiipicssed with the sports
coserage of the sheet. Ranvier it would seem
the sittcess Of the
Rruin athletic trams during football and basketball seasons
hate
filially gone to the heads of the Bruin sportswriters.
For the pant week all that Bruin writers could
mention was how
had UCLA wan going to beat the Duns. They poured it
on thick. UCLA
was a "teana of destiny." Sports Editor
Jerry Measer commented,
"UCLA wilt win. USE hasn’t played a tough foe
since the Holiday
Tournament in New York. %Viten a basketball team wins
so many
easy garries it tends to it
that championship edge."

Cagers Branstrom
Crane Get Honors
’ Ii I

SJS Nine
To Face
Sac. State

DF SCRIPTIVF BROCHURE:
and information regarding

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21
or write us direct at
P.0

BOX 1710, GLENDALE 8, CALIFORNIA

C o C. F. HARTMAN, Personnel Direcor

WRINKLE?
Never!

VAN HEUSEN
;4.111111;\ 4 ’,aura Shirt
with the new soft button-down

collar that won’t wrinkle ever!
If you thought the classic oxford button-down could

never

be improved, this may shake you. Van Ileusen (and only
Van lieusen) now makes one that you can wear to classes,
to afternoon sports events (if you’re so inclined) and
to tonight’s dance. It will still look fresh, even if you don’t.
It’s a fine sot
two of those regular jobs. Anddon’t let anybody else see
thisif you happen to wear it a second day, nobody will

be the wiser. $3.00
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Six Cadet Graduates
To Report for Duty

Unconditional

gifts

totaling

- .
.ic comm., .:Ics1 , $23,562 will be allocated to 30 !
Five
recently through the Air Force ROTC program, arc scheduled to re- colleges and universities where ’,
port to Lackland Air Force Base for proceissing for active duty, it was Time Inc employes recently have
announced today. Another is to report to Patterson Air Force Rise. completed after-hour courses, acDue to report at Lackland dunne thc months of March and ’ cording to Roy E. Larsen. prestApril are Second Lieutenants Ray- 1 dent of the publishing company.
mond P Farlin. Arthur W Morris The system of grants. known

Show Slate

John T. as the Tuition Refund Plan, contributes a sum matching the toFrom Lackland, they will be re- tal tuition paid by company employes. Inaugurated last year on
assigned to Air Training Command an experimental basis,
the plan
bases for active engagement in the now lia,s been made a permanent
Ilying training program. Upon sue. part of Time Inc ’s contributions
cessful completion of the flight program
training program, they will graduColleges and universities given
ate as pilots or observers, whichgrants equaling tuition costs by
ever is applicable.
Time Inc. are Bard
College,
Second Lieutenant Donald R Bridgeport Institute of EngineerThornley. also a SJS graduate, will ing! Brooklyn College, John Carreport to Wright Patterson Air roll University., Catholic UniverForce Base in June. After comple- sity of America, University of
tion of processing there. he will be Chicago, City College of
New
sent. at full government expense. York, University of Colorado.
for a year’s study in meteorology Columbia University, Depaul Uniat Pennsylvania State. Upon com- versity, Fordham University, Hofpletion of this training, he will stra College.
he assigned for duty as an Air
,
Illinois Institute of Technology
Force Weather Officer.
(Chicago), Hunter College, Long
Island University, Loyola University, Manhattan College, New
School for Sochi! Research. New
York City Community College,
New York University, Northwestern University, Pratt Institute,
Queens College, St. John’s University. St. Peter’s College, Seattle University, Seton Hall University, George Washington University, University of Washington,
nod Wayne University.
The
Phelan literary ,
will close tomorrow at 5 o’clo
according to the English Delia!:
ment. All material should be
Jr ,

Wayne B.

Pierce,

mee. and Stanley J. Wooten.
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STUDENTS 410( SAT-SUN-HOLIDAYS
LAST

Student Adnossion Prices

AMERICA’S OWN MUSICAL’
THE PICTURE Of THE YEAR’

GUYS AND
DOLLS ’

CII LMRSCOPE COLOR

Literature Contest
Closes Tomorrow
All Students Eligible

STUDIO
SUSAN
HAYWARD
IN

’I’ll Cry
ATOTomorrow"

E ALBERT
RICJO-HARDVANCONTE
-- DONEDDITAYLOR
RAYFILETDANTON
UNITED ARTISTS

Rod. HudsonAl- sCoro nell Boƒchers
’’RED SUNDOWN"
Rory Calhoun
SCIECALIFORNIA
NCE FICTION THRILLEc
INVASION

"NEVER SAY GOODBYE-

OF THE
BODY SNATCHERS

THE

MIC MAN

MAYFAIR
’Rachael and the Stranger

-ubrnitted to the department office in proper form on or before
that time
First and second semester z dents are eligible. Students :
enrolled this semestet who wcze
enrolled last may submit their
original material to the contest,
Poems, plays, and short stories
:nay be entereck The material
will be judged by English Department faculty. First prize in
each of the four divisions is usually $30. Four prizes generally
ire awarded under each division.
Some of the material of merit
nil be published in the campus
literary magazine, Reed, to be

I

INdloor Ho,Oen

EL RANCHO
"The Blackboard

Jungle-

- ME
"LOVE ME-ALSC
OR LEAvE

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
APPARATUS SALES DIVISION

MOIRA SHEARLc
BIG KNIFEE
-od’ THEEsposed’
Ter ’ Sho

SARATOGA

WALT DISNEY S
nonstGALORE
natf.f.
"ro.LreUSAcesekraly AlAward
-JOHNNY soTHE LITTLEST OUTLAW"
"GADGETS

APPLESEED"

CLASSIFIEDS
FOE ’LENT
Furnished smati apartment

and

two girls. Utilities paid
c5f1 One half
block to
clean
bath for

college. CV

2 1327 390 S. 6th St
lose to eoliece

with bath.
an: ioar
i stodents Inquire
418 S. Rth St F Jenks

vate.i. 146 E. San Carlos St ’

roe SALE
good

radio.

heater.

nies-hanical condition. Call

12-6302.
HMS Editten Encyr!micelia-Itrit.innica includin

(a !Aliquot:.
new price Te i I:

ward when returned
round Dewing:tent.

Whether it is "will I get an offer" or "which offer should I accept" the
problem is much the same. Let’s meet on the 19th and discuss frankly
whether your broadest horizons are with G.E.
Sincerely,
Joe Holmes
Manager, Western Region
Engineering Recruiting

ties.
Gen Young inspected the local
program during his morning tour.
He also Was taken on a tour of
the campus, with particular emphasis , on the Engineering Department.

235 MONTGOMERY STREET

HEY STOP! IT’S LUCKY

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

NOODLE TIME!

WHAT’S THIS?
For solution see
paragraph below.

SUNDIAL SHADOW
WITH

3 O’CLOCK

for a better-.
tasting cigarette’? Investigate the
,Droodle above: Skin diver taking
Lucky break on shore. Moral:
Experts on deep-down enjoyment
prefer Luckies because they taste
better. As you know, Luckies are
made of fine tobacco . . . naturally good-tasting tobacco that’s
TOASTED to taste even better.
So get in the swimlight up a
Lucky. ’You’ll say it’s the besttasting cigarette you ever smoked!
iFISHING AROUND

S.

OSTRICH IN DANN!
Samuel Solkirt

DROODLES, Copyright 195a by Rogt4 Price

IN PIGRUSH
PEN

I ’rms

for

the

Veteran.

Business Lecture

tif

o’clock in Room 139 at the Semi.’
business lecture series

Honor for Prof.

One

Nov

9th and San Antonio strcei

111011111 of :starch should he ignrd in Room 1?.2 durin4 the
Geo!
Pea( Ali, gem I
neck ef 11ot-class. April T. through
’
..gur
the 111erchanta
I HAAN. April
tier S
Jose,
will
speak
sni
*1
.
tertitig to OR!) tlteir form.
:
thi period
s ign en the liens of the Merchants
tionthis afternoon
at
12.31
late date of Frid.ts 11pril 13.

-)r DIM( g.ird Spreen, po
I., et 1.... II to share nice apart- . sor of physical education. Wilt.
,,t colleg, boys, $25 honored recently by the PerryS 411,
r
’
Mansfield School
the Theater
and Dan.’ Miss Portia Mansfield,
I % NH
of the directors of the t,hottl.
Lest:
: in announced oil March 9, that a
parking lut behind Tiade Boilding scholarship has been created at
or on street in that area $5 re- I the school to he given ln the

’s

We are hopeful that our discussions will enable you to see the area
where you can best use your individual abilities. Individual interviews
will then be possible on March 21 through arrangements with Dr.
Clements.

regular tour of detachments at
Western colleges and universi-

be informal Any interested
’bilis are invited to meet at

.

_ _
WANTED

You are invited to meet for an informal discussion at 200 p.m. Monday,
March 19, in room E 119 to discuss the breadth and depth of opportunities with G.E. in all technical pursuits from physics and chemistry to the
engineering programs.

Young.
General
Robert
N
Sixth Army Commander, visited
the San Jose State ROTC detachment yesterday as a part of

_
FI
Student Y To Attend
Faculty Fireside

ary

2-7409

We know of the many appealing offers cf today but also know that
only that job which enables you to put to use your peculiar talents can
offer the lifetime of challenge and reward which will be satisfactory to
youor your employer.

Costs of various tours included I
in the European summer session
from
$855
range
Itinerary
$1295. For USF’s summer school
in Mexico. total costs approxi- I

To Discuss Issues
In Thursday Debate

Sign Attendarc2 Forms

’11 .1h. snoiret...

Plymouth.

This is a question that is made possible by the present great demand for
technical people. On my day it was "will I have an offer which will
present opportunities for growth!"

Industrial Relation
4
Club
. To Hold First Gen. Young Vistts
Trip Today ROTC Detachment

The Industrial Relations Club
will hold its first field trip of
the semester this afternoon at 2
o’clock when it visits the Bethlehem Steel Corp. in South San
Francisco, according to Ed Pagter, club publicity chairman.
The trip will afford all majors
in the industrial relations field
an opportunity to visit a modern corporation and to observe
an industrial relations department in action..
Bill Granberg, club president.
urges interested inclu.stilial relations majors to sign up for the
field trip in Bldg. W, 8th St
Today’s trip is the only one open
to all majors in the field, but
subsequent field trips will be
open to club members in good
standing.
Thirty-five persons are expected to make the field trip. They
will go in cars and return to
The California Teachers Associ- San Jose State tonight at 6:30
ation and the American Federa- o’clock.
tion of Teachers will present a
discussion in the Engineering Lecture Hall at 7 pm. Thursday.
Defending the union will be
Charles Wimack Jr . president of
NEW YORK
Marthe San Jose Federation of Teagaret Truman announced toda:,
chers, Local 957.
that she will be married on Apr:
Arguing against him will be 21 in Trinity Episcopal Church
Hugh Page, executive secretary in Independence, Mo.
of the Bay Area California TeaMiss Truman. daughter of foi chers Association.
mer President Harry S. Truman_
The American Federation of , will wed E. Clifton Daniel Jr,
Teachers is organized along labor assistant to the foreign editoi
union lines with an emphasis of the New York Times
on wages. teachers’ retirement
She said the 4 p.m. ceremony
benefits and the improvement of in her Missouri home town chorc !
working conditions It is a mem- would be a simple one with mil:.
ber of the American Federation two attendants.
of Labor.
The California Teachefs Association is a professional
lion designed for the
those engaged in the :
profession. Theirs is a pr .
working not only toward naea :1....tt,i
tary gains and a betterment of the Student Y at 7:30 o’clock to
conditions for the teacher but to- night for transportation to the inward the interest of all involved formal Faculty Fireside at th.
including the student
Home of Di James Craig, a
Fcllowing the formal presen- tarn professor of bacterio
tation of arguments there will according to Diane Suhr, pui,
licity chairman.
be :1
!’ 11,1 .;
She added that dress foi
Student Y sponsored event

$U month roams for bo,
chen privileges, linen. 51ii
St.

’411

seniors is the question"Which job will present maximum opportunity
for me to make the most of my abilities?"

The faculty of the university’s
s 0rcornSpain rwill
tSrpuici
Isummer session
the
prise regular instructors
University of Valencia directed by
Dr. Francisca Hernandez of the
San Fr:incise? College for Women The faculty at Aguascalientes
will include the faculty of Mexico’s Institute de Ciencias. directed by Dr. Sanchez
Arrangements for USE"s summer session in Europe include
air transportation from New York,
June 26, to Madrid and Valencia, I
attendance at summer school, ineluding room, board and tuition,
as well as a guided tour of Gran- ,
ada, Gibralter, Tangier, Seville,
Rome, Zurich. Frankfurt, Brussels, Paris and London. returning to New York Sept 3

Margaret Truman
Announces Date

TOWNE
’ THE MAN WHO LOVED
REDHEADS

subject

BUYING SOMETHING?

Check Your Spartan Daily
Advertisers First

Foi:n:.r
Jo: e St.,:c :.toRide
dent 2nd Lt. Alexander D Bache
UNITED TAXI
has been presented the silver
The University of San Fran- mately $230. including tuition, wings of a jet fighter pilot at
to School
cisco will sponsor its sixth Sum- board and room and round trip Williams Air Force Base, Arizomer Sessions Abroad in Aguascali- transportation from the l’ S Itor- na, the Office of Information SerCY 4-2324
entes, Mexico, from June 25 to der at El Paso, Texas.
vices announced today:
July 28, and in Valencia, Spain.
from July 2 to August 4. according to an announcement made
this week by Dr. Carlos Sanchez.
director of USF Abroad
USF Abroad is open to men and
women mho are regular university or college students working
for credits or as auditors USF’s
foreign studies, fully accredited
in all U.S. educational instituDear Seniors in all Engineering and Scientific fields:
tions, include Spanish grammar.
Congratulations on your four year record of academic achievemet!
survey of Spanish literature. the
As your academic challenges become a mattter of recordnew chalSpanish novel. mystics of Spain
and many other related courses.
lenges present themselves. One that is foremost in the minds of

Association, Union
Also
Walt Disney’s "Rob Roy"
Robert MOthurn

Alexander Bache
Wins Silver Wings

USF To Sponsor
Foreign Studies

Publishing Company
To Give Monetary
Gifts to 30 Colleges

A Phi 0 Pledges Nine
Pili Omega,
sci
vice fraternity, pledged nine Ill!’
hi ceremonies held at the
ter house recently. The flOW 1,’ƒ I
ges are Jim Joy, Dick Puv.a.:1
Dick Pint, Ray Randolph, Gary
Roth, Jack Wise, Dave Gitm.
Cliff Drake and., Mauro VaILItLar

to Lost and I name of Dr Soreen for her con. Br* Zang will be the pledge
/
I tributlon to dance in education. trainer for the semester.

TOASTED.
-to taste

better !
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Students!

EARN ’25!

p,.1,1 ssnr1 for a
I (claw;name.
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It...41v
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GAPETTES

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER-Cleaner, Freshet; Smoother!
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